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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
The developments in the theory of languages and automata in recent years have been 
towards defining and studying new grammars, automata nd languages, abstract 
families of automata, languages, translations, and so on. In spite of this fact, the central 
position of regular sets and context-free languages (CFL's) in the theory of languages 
remains, and so one can still expect heir further study to be useful and maybe 
stimulating for the general development of language theory. 
One of the important advantages in dealing with regular languages i the fact that 
each such language can be denoted explicitly by a regular expression, in contrast to 
the implicit representation f languages by grammars. A similar characterization f 
CFL's would perhaps be useful also. However, one can hardly expect o get a charac- 
terization of CFL's so elegant and so simple as the one we have developed for regular 
languages. 
In Section 2 an attempt is made to give a regular-like characterization f CFL's, 
using union, product, and a new operation-symbol iteration. In so doing, we are 
compelled to use some "auxiliary" symbols. Their role and number are discussed in 
Section 3. The application of the results of Section 2 to semilinear languages and their 
subclasses i presented in Section 4. 
2. REGULAR-LIKE CHARACTERIZATION OF CFL 's  
In this section a regular-like characterization f CFL's is established. 
We begin by introducing some basic concepts and notation of language theory. 
If L 1 and Lz are languages, then the product of L 1 and L~, in short L 1 .L~ or L1L 2 , 
is the language L 1 .L~ = {z; z = xy; x ~L  1 ,y  EL2}. For a language L and integer 
* Present Address: Mathematical Institute of Slovak Academy of Sciences, ~tefanikova 41, 
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i >~ 0, L ~ is defined as follows: L ~ = (E), where ~ is the empty word, L i+l = L i 9 L 
for i ~> 0. Finally, let 
oo 
L* = L i, L+ = U LL 
4=0 i=1 
A context-free grammar G is a quadruple G = (Z  N , Z T , P, 0), where Z N is the 
alphabet of nonterminal symbols, shortly variables; Z r is the alphabet of terminal 
symbols, Z N n Z r = 0, o e Z N is the initial symbol, and P is a finite set of productions 
of the form -4 --~ w, where .4 e ZN,  w e (Z r ~) ZN)*. For two words x andy, we write 
x => y if and only if, x -~ uAv, y =- uwv for some u, v in (Z r u ZN)* and A -*  w in P. 
Let * be the transitive and reflexive closure of ~ .  The set L(G) = {x; o * x e Zr*) 
is called the language generated by G. A language L is said to be context-free if
L = L(G) for a context-free grammar G. 
The crucial operation in our regular-like characterization f context-free languages 
is the operation of "symbol iteration" which is similar to a special case of nested 
iterated substitution of Kr~l and Greibach [5]. To define this operation, we proceed as 
follows: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let o be a symbol and L, L 1 be languages. The o-substitution of 
cr 
L 1 into L, denoted by L 1' L t ,  is defined by 
L I'L 1 = {z; z = xlylx2 ... xkykxk+ 1 ; xlox20 "" axk+l eL,  
o does not occur in the word xlx 2 ,..., xk+l andyi  eL  i for 1 ~ i ~< k}. 
COROLLARY 2.2. For each symbol a, the operation ~ is associative. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let o be a symbol and L be a language. The o-iteration of L, 
denoted by L a is defined by 
L6= {z ;zeL•L  ~LUL  i L  i Lk )  .... zhasnooccurenceof  }
Remarks. I f  L is a language over an alphabet Z L and o a symbol, then L n is the 
language generated by the grammar G = ({o}, ZL (~ P, o) where P = {(o --~ x); x~ L} 
is, in general, an infinite set of productions. I fL  is a finite language, thenL ~ is a context- 
free language. 
I f  o is not in ZL, then L* = (Lo U {E}) ~ and L + = (Lo U L)L 
The following lemma summarizes some relations between the operations of symbol 
substitution and symbol iteration. 
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LEMMA 2 .4 .  
and a, p be symbols. Then 
(i) (L") ~ = (L~ 
(ii) i fa6ZL , then  
Proof. 
Let  L, L 1 , L 2 be languages over the alphabets Zt , ZL~ , Z L.~ , respectively, 
(iii) if a 6 ZL,  then 
(iv) if a ~ Z'L, then 
} L)-= L. 
Clearly, in order to prove (i) it is sufficient to show that (L~)~ (LP) ". I f  
z ~ (L") p, then there exists a sequence of words z 1 , zz ..... z~ such that z 1 E L*, z~ = z, 
and for i = 1, 2,..., r -  1, z,  = u ipv i ,  zi+l ~ uiwi+lVi with w/+ 1 ~L  ~. I f  we set 
w 1 = z 1 , then for i = 1, 2,..., r, w /cL"  and, therefore, for each such i, there exists a 
sequence 
i " i 
Z1 ~ ZgZ~...~ 2;ki , 
such that z l  i ~ L, z i i is obtained from z /  by k~ = wi and for j = 1, 2,..., k i - -  1, zj+l 
replacing a a by a word f romL.  Now, let us form the sequence 
Z 1 ($ )  %11 . . . . .  kl  z Z l  ' UlZ12Vl ~..., UlZ~2V 1 = Z2 ~ U2Z13V2, . . .~ Ur_lZ~rVr_ 1 ~ Z 
which is actually "a derivation of z from zl  x in context-free grammar G with two non- 
terminals a and p and the rules a -+ ~, p --~ ~ for every ~ EL. Derivat ion ( , )  has the 
property that the symbol  p is replaced by a word from L if and only if there are no a 
to be replaced. Obviously, there is a derivation tree corresponding to ( , )  and to this 
derivation tree corresponds another derivation of z f rom zx ~ in G with the property that 
a is replaced if and only if there are no p to be replaced. But that means that z 6 (LP)-. 
Hence (L~) p C (LP) ~ complet ing the proof of (i). (ii) to (iv) are now obvious. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let  X be a (possibly infinite) alphabet.  Denote by d~ the 
smallest class of languages atisfying the fol lowing condit ions: 
(1) {~} ~ ~,  
(2) if a e X, then {a} e ~z,  
(3) i f  L1 ,  L 2 are in @z and a ~ Z', then L 1 U L~,  L 1 9 L2 and LI" are in d~ 
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Remark. We will say that L is a language over an infinite alphabet 27 ifL C ZL* for 
some finite subset 27z C Z. 
LEMMA 2.6. I f  Z is an infinite alphabet, a ~ Z and La , L 2 are languages in ~z , then 
(7 
L1 t L2 is in 6 .  
cr 
Proof. Let L 2 in ~ be fixed. I f  a e 27, then  {a} t L 2 is either {a} or L 2 so is in o~z. 
The collection 3 of languagesL such that L~ L 2 is in o~z is closed under union, product, 
and %-iterations a 0 ~ 27. Since ~ containso{~} and {a} for every a ~ Z, we see that Z 
contains d z . Thus, i fL  1 is in ~z, then L 1 ~ L~ is again in g~z. Since L 2 is arbitrary, this 
completes the proof. 
Now we can state and prove the main result of this section, namely that each CFL 
can be represented by the operations u ,  9 and symbol iteration. 
THEOREM 2.7. I f  Z is an infinite alphabet, then L is a (nonempty) CFL over Z if 
and only if L ~ ~s . 
Proof. In view of the Definition 2.5, in order to show that each language in 6~ is 
context-free, it is sufficient o show that ifL is a context-free language and a is a symbol 
then L ~ is also a CFL. Let L be given, and let G be a CFG for L such that a is not a 
variable of G. L * is now exactly the language generated by the grammar G' which has 
~r as the initial symbol and the productions of G' are those of G and the production 
a ~ %,  where % is the initial symbol of G. Thus L ~ is a CFL. 
To complete the proof it remains to show that 8z contains all CFL 's  over 2:. 
Let L be a nonempty CFL over an alphabet ZL C 27. Since Z is an infinite alphabet, 
there exists a CFG G = <Zn, ZL, P, a> generating L and such that Z n C 2:. Let 
a = cr 1 , a2 ,..., an be an enumeration of variables of G with a i ~ aj for i ~ j. We can 
assume without loss of generality that the sets 0i = {x; ai ~ x ~ ZL*}, 1 ~< i ~ n, are 
nonempty. 
Let us now define, for 1 ~ i ~ n, the sets 
Vi = {% ; i ~ j ~ n}, 
Pi = {(a' ~ cO; (a' ~ c 0 e P, a' e V~}, 
and the grammars 
Moreover, define, for 1 ~< i ~< k ~< n, the languages Oi.k, by double downward 
induction from n as follows: 
O,,, = {a; (a, -+ a) ~ P} for 1 ~<i~<n 
and, for i < k ~ n, 
a k 
( * )  : t 
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By Lemma 2.6, the sets  (J)i,k are in gz. Using (.),  Definitions 2.1 and 2.3 and downward 
induction for k from n, we get, for 1 ~ i ~ k ~ n, 
q)i,~ = {x; there exists an c~ ~ q)~.~ such that a i ~ o~ ~ x m G, x does not contain 
symbols from V,+ 1 , and there exists a derivation of x from a in G 
which uses only the productions from P~+~},~ 
and 
q)7~i = {x; ei =~ x, x does not contain symbols from Vi ,  and there exists a 
derivation of x from a i which uses only the productions from Pi}. 
Therefore ~b~), C_L(G,) for 1 ~ i ~ n. To complete the proof of the theorem, it is 
sufficient o show that L(Gi) C_ qbTi i also for 1 ~ i ~ n. To prove that, we will use a 
downward induction for i from n. 
(Ji It is clearly true for i = n. Assume now that L(Gs)C_ #j.~ (and, therefore, 
L(Gs ) "j *i = ~bj.j) for j = i q- 1, i + 2 , . ,  n. To show that then also L(G~) C_ ~.~,  we 
proceed as follows. 
For w ~ (C, w ZL)* - -  IL* let 7r(w) = max{j; ~s occurs in w}. First, we will show 
that 
I f  % --+ ~ is in P and x can be generated from a in Gi+t, then x ~ q)i.i. (1) 
Indeed, let x have the above property. Then there exists a derivation 9 of x from ai ; 
7 : G i = Wl , W2 , . . . ,  W ~ = X 
such that zr(ws) > i for 1 < j ~ l and in each derivation step a symbol a s with the 
maximal j is replaced. To simplify the ensuing discussion, let ~r(j) to denote ~r(ws) for 
1 ~< j ~< l. Let now k 1 , k 2 ,..., kr be a sequence of integers defined as follows: k 1 = 2. 
Assume that k 1 , k 2 ,..., k s have already been defined. I f  k s = l, then j = r. I f  k s < l 
and 7r(v) ~> 7r(ks) for k s < v < l, then ks+ 1 = l; otherwise, ks+ 1 = min{v; v > ks, 
zr(v) < ~r(kj)}. Clearly, wk~ is obtained from wkl = w 2 by replacing all symbols a,(2) 
~(2)  . Thus a~b~.~(2)_ ~ . In general, if by some words from L(G~(2) =-- ( ,~(~) w~ 
2 < j < l and w~j ~ qSi,,~(~j_l)_ 1 , then also wk~ ~ qSi,.(k~ ) and w~j+l is obtained from 
wkj by replacing all symbols a.%) by some words from L(G.%))  and, therefore, 
W]Ct+ 1 E ~i,~(]r " Thus x ~ ~)i,i and (1) is proven. 
Let now x ~L(Gi)  and again let 
ff i  = Wl  , 7"02 , ' " ,  Wl = X 
be a derivation of x such that in each derivation step a symbol % with the maximal 
1 Assume for the sake of simplicity that V~+x = 0 = Pn+l. 
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index is replaced. Let 1 =k  1 <k  s <k  a < ' - '  <k  r = l  be the sequence of all 
integers j such that ~r(j) = i and j < l. It means by (1), that wk~ e ~bi.  . Moreover, 
for j  > 2, wk~ is obtained from wk~_1 by replacing the symbols 0-i by some words which 
9 ec] 
are, by (1), in q)i.i 9 Since x has no occurence of 0-i, x must be m ~i. i .  Thus L(Gi) _C q)~i i 
and it completes the proof of the Theorem. 
Remark. Regular languages are often defined as languages represented by regular 
expressions. In view of the last theorem, we can define also CFL's  over an infinite 
alphabet Z' as languages represented by context-free expressions (CFE's) over Z' which 
are defined as follows (here we assume that for each 0" ~ 27, a is a special symbol not 
in 27): 
(1) if a~27u {e}, then a is a CFE 
(2) if E l ,  E 2 are CFE's and r e 2:, then (E~ w E2), (E~ 9 E2), (Ew)  are CFE's. 
Here we assume that if a CFE E represents a language L, then (Ea) represents L ". 
COROLLARY 2.8. Ir 27 is a finite alphabet, then L is a CFL over X if and only if 
L E 8# , for  somefinite alphabet S '  2 Z. 
Proof. Straightforward from Theorem 2.7. 
EXAMPLE 1. I l L  = {aib/, i ~ 1}, thenL = (aab u ab)". 
EXAMPLE 2. 
symbol a 1 , and the productions 
a I -+ a0-1b , 
0-2 "-+ a20-2 b, 
a 3 --~ a30"3 b, 
Let L be the language generated by the grammar with the initial 
0"1 --* ba20"2 ba, 
0"5 ~ ba30"3 ha, 
a 8 ---> baalba , ~3 ---~ b. 
ThenL  = (ba~(baa(aaab w bapba t..) b) ~ ba ~ a20"b) " bat..) apb) ~ 
3. AUXIL IARY SYMBOLS 
For a finite alphabet 27 and an integer k, let s be the class of all CFL 's  over 2: 
which are in gz,, where 2:' = 2J t3 {~1, a~ ,..., crk} with o" 1 , 0" 2 , . . . ,  a k being distinct 
symbols not in L'. (In other words, in o~r.k, k stands for the number of "auxiliary" 
symbols which are not in 27 but which may be used in regular-like constructions of the 
languages in gz.~ .) 
A natural question arises. Given a finite alphabet 27, is there a k such that gr,e 
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contains all CFL's  over X ? We strongly suspect hat if 27 has at least two symbols, then 
the answer is negative, but we have no proof. I f  27 has only one symbol then all CFL's  
over X are regular and they are in ~z,1- 
Following the proof of Theorem 2.7, it would seem that the auxiliary symbols 
used in regular-like constructions of CFL's  play the same role as variables in context- 
free grammars. It is known [7] that, for any integer n and any alphabet Z with at 
least two symbols, there is a linear CFL  L .  which cannot be generated by a CFG 
with less than n variables. For instance, if 27 = {a, b}, then the language generated by 
the grammar with the initial symbol o and the productions 
ai "-~ #aib, ai -'+ bai+lai+lba, 1 ~ i ~ n -- 1, 
o~ -+ ano~b, on ~ baomba, an ~ b2a ~ 
has such property. However, using the same techniques as in the example 2, Section I, 
we can show that this language is in Ex.~ 9 We can even prove the theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. For any finite alphabet Z, the class gz.2 contains all linear languages 
over 27. 
The theorem follows instantly from the following lemma which is easier to prove. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G = (Z~,  Z, P, o) be a linear context-free grammar and A, B be 
two distinct symbols not in X N u X. Let G' = (ZN, X u {A}, P t.) P', a) be a new 
grammar formed from G by adding a finite set P'  of productions of the form X ~ uAv 
where X ~ ZN and uv ~ N*. Then L(G) ~ @zu{A.B}, L(G') ~ @zu{A.n/, and both L(G) 
and L(G') may be obtained from languages {a}; a 6 27 u {A, B} u {E} by a finite number 
of operations u ,  ", A-iteration and B-iteration. 
Proof. We will use induction on the number of variables of G. The lemma clearly 
holds if G has only one variable. Assume now that the lemma holds for all linear 
grammars with at most k --  I variables and let G = (27N, 27, P, a) be a linear grammar 
with k variables o =o 1 ,o  2,.. . ,o k. Define grammars Gi ,  2 ~<i~n,  by 
G, = (X N --  {a}, 27 u {o),/~, a,), P = P -- {(o --+ ~); (a --~ ~) ~ P). Each Gi,  
2 ~ i ~ n has k -- 1 variables and, therefore, by the second part of the induction 
hypothesis, L(Gi)~ffzu(o,B} and L(G~) can be obtained from languages {a}; 
a ~ 27 u {o, B} w {r by a finite number of operations w, . ,  a-iteration, and B-iteration. 
Let now a -+ ~-, 1 ~ j ~ r, be an enumeration of all productions of G with o on 
the left side. Define the languages L~, 1 ~ j  ~ r, as follows: I f  a t ~ (27 U (o})*, then 
L~. = {~}. I f~.  -~ u~zv for some l > 1, thenLj = uL(G~)v. Clearly, L(G) = (U~=x 5) 
and, therefore, L(G) E @v{o,B} 9 Clearly, ~ can be replaced by A and it completes the 
induction step for G. 
Let now G' -~ <Z N , Z u {A}, P t3 P', a) where P '  is a finite set of productions of 
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the form X --+ uAv; X ~ Z N , uv E Z. Define, for 2 ~ i ~ k, the grammars Gi and 
Gi' as follows: 
Gi = <ZN -- {a), Z w {A}, P i ,  a,), where P~ is obtained from P w P' by 
deleting all productions which contain the symbol a (either on the left 
or the right side). 
Gi' = {ZN -- {a}, Z u {a), P~', a~), where P,' is obtained from P by deleting 
all productions with a on the left side. 
According to the induction hypothesis, both L(Gi) and L(Gi' ) are in ~u(o.A} and can 
be obtained from languages {a), a ~ X kJ {o, A} u {~} using only u , . ,  o-iteration, and 
A-iteration. 
Now let a -* a~-, 1 ~ j ~ r be an enumeration of all productions of G with a on 
the left side. Define the languages Lj ,  1 ~ j  ~ r as follows. If ~jE ( Iw  {a, A})*, 
then L~ = {~j); if ~j = ua~v for some l > 1, then L~ ~ u(L(Gz) w L(G~'))v. Clearly, 
LCG') " " ----- (~)~=ILj) and the ]emma holds for G', too. This completes the induction 
step and thereby the proof of the lemma. 
Remark. Theorem 3.1 also holds for semilinear languages (see Section 4) because 
the class of semilinear languages is the smallest class containing linear languages and 
closed under substitution. 
Theorem 3.1 implies that from the fact hat we need infinitely many variables to 
generate all CFL's we cannot conclude that we also need infinitely many auxiliary 
symbols in regular-like constructions of CFL's and, therefore, auxiliary symbols play a 
slightly different role. 
Some auxiliary symbols are necessary because the class ez, where Z is a finite 
alphabet does not contain all regular languages over X. However, they are in o~z.1. 
There are also nonlinear CFL's which cannot be generated by grammars with less 
than n nonterminal symbols but they are in ~z.~. For example, the language generated 
by the grammar with the initial symbol a t and the rules 
ai -+ aiaib, at --* caatbca~aabc "'" cana~,bc, a i -~ c, 1 <~ i <~ n 
has such a property. 
4. APPLICATION TO SEMILINEAR LANGUAGES 
In view of the results of Section 2, each CFL can be characterized in a simple form 
using only operations of union, product and symbol iterations. The secret here lies 
in the fact that symbol iterations are quite complicated and not very transparent 
operations. In the case of linear and semilinear languages, ymbol iterations have much 
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simpler and transparent form and these languages can be characterized by simpler 
operations. The results of this section are based on the report [6] and have much in 
common with results of Yntema [8] and Brzozowski [2]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Z be an alphabet. Let S C 2 r*, D C 2 z*• be the smallest classes 
such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) if a, b ~ 27 U {E}, then {a) e S, {(a, b)} ~ D 
(2) i fX ,  YES ,  P ,Q~D,  then 
(2a) Xu  Y~S,  P tAQED,  
(2b) P @ X = {plxp2 ; (P I ,  P2) e D, x ~ X} ~ S, 
(2c) P 9 Q = {(Pig1, g2P~); (P l ,  P2) ~ P; (g l ,  g2) ~ Q} ~ D, 
(2d) P+ = Pu  P 9 Pu  P 9 P 9 Pu  . . .~D. 
Then a language L over 27 is linear if and only if L ~ S. 
Proof. To prove the "if", it is sufficient o show that for every L ~ S, P ~ D and a, 
a symbol not in 27, L and P @ {a} are linear languages. It is certainly true if L = {a}, 
and P = {(a, b)}, where a, b are in 27 u {e}. By (2a) through (2d), if it is true for X, Y 
in S and P, Q in D, then it is also true for X t_) Y, P t.) Q, P @ X, P 9 Q, P+ and, 
therefore, for all X ~ S, P c D. 
To show the "only if", it is sufficient to repeat the second part of the proof of 
Theorem 2.7 and to notice that if G is a linear grammar, then all sets 
~bi. k have the form ~i,~ = Uj/CL1 p~i.k) @ {as} U Li,~, where 
i--1 
p(i.k) ~ D, L i I: E S and r . ,., : U P/)  | u L,, 
f=l 
where again p~i) ~ D and L i c S. 
Thus L( G) = ~,~ ~ S. 
A similar characterization can be obtained for semilinear languages. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A grammar G = (s162 Z, P, (7) is said to be semilinear if for 
every A ~ 27N and x ~ (2~ u 27N)*, A * x implies that there is at most one occurence 
of A in x. A language L is said to be semilinear if L is generated by a semilinear 
grammar. 
There is a great variety of terms used for semilinear languages and grammars: 
standard matching choice sets [8], nonexpansive grammars, derivation-bounded 
languages [4], superlinear grammars and languages [2]. The motivation for introducing 
one more term is Lemma 4.4 which is also useful to get further results. 
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DEFINITION 4.3. Let G = <27N, Zr ,  P, a> be a CFG. Let = be a relation on P 
which is defined as follows: (A -+ a) = (B -+ fl) if and only if either A ---- B or 
A*UlBV 1 and B*u~Av 2 for some Ul ,Us ,V l ,V  2 in (ZNuZr )* .  ~- is the 
equivalence relation on P. The equivalence classes on P with regard to ~ are called 
grammatical levels of G. 
Remark. A grammatical level G o of a CFG G is a set of context-free productions 
of G, We can think of G o as being a CFG without an initial symbol, the variables of 
which are symbols on the left sides of productions in G o and all other symbols occurring 
in productions of G o are terminal regarding G o . Thus a non terminal symbol of G 
may be a terminal symbol of G o . 
I f  we consider only reduced CFG's, i.e., the grammars in which each nonterminal 
symbol is reachable from the initial symbol and each nonterminal symbol generates 
a nonempty set of terminal words, then using definitions 4.3 and 4.2 we can easily 
prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. A grammar G is semilinear if and only if every grammatical level G o 
of G is linear (with respect o nonterminal symbols of Go). 
Proof. I f  G is not semilinear, then there exists a nonterminal A in G such that 
A * uAwAv for some words, u, w, v and, therefore, the grammatical level of G 
containing the rules with A on left side is not linear. On the other hand, if a grammatical 
level of G is not linear, then G contains a rule A -+ uBwCv, where B and C are non- 
terminals uch that the rules with B and C on left side are in the same grammatical 
level as A --~ uBwCv. Hence, there exist words u 1 , v 1 , us, v~ such that B ~ ulAvl,  
C * u2Av2, and, therefore, G is not semilinear. 
From the foregoing lemma follows also the well-known fact that the class of semi- 
linear languages i closed under substitution. An analog of Theorem 4.1 for semilinear 
languages has the form: 
THEOREM 4.5. Let Z be an alphabet. Define S C 2 Z*, D C 2 ~*x~* to be the smallest 
classes for which conditions (1) to (2d) of Theorem 4.1 and the condition 
<X, Y) = {(x, y>; x ~ X, y ~ Y} ~ D (2e) 
are satisfied. Then L is a semilinear language over Z if and only if L 6 S. 
Proof. Notice, that from (2e) it follows that if X, Y E S, then so is XY.  The proof 
of the "if" goes through silimarly as for Theorem 4.1. Now let L 0 be a linear language 
over an alphabet Z' D Z, and letL be a language which is obtained f romL o by applying 
a substitution r where r = {a} for a ~ Z and r S for a ~ Z. It follows from 
Theorem 4.1 and from (2e) that L is in S. Thus S contains all languages over Z which 
arise from linear languages by substitution and therefore S contains all semilinear 
languages over Z. 
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If  condition (2e) is replaced by 
XY ~ S, (2e)' 
then L ~ S if and only if L is an ultralinear language. 
Ultralinear languages [3] are languages generated by nonterminal bounded 
grammars [1]. A context-free grammar G = (27N, 27r, P, a) is nonterminal bounded 
if there is an integer k such that if a * x, then x has at most h nonterminal symbols. 
It is easy to show that a context-free grammar G is nonterminal bounded if and only 
each grammatical level of G is linear; and, moreover, if A --~ xByCz is a rule of G with 
variables B, C, then no rule with B or C on the left side is in the same grammatical 
level of G as A --+ xByCz. Using this fact and Theorem 4.1 we can get our result 
easily. 
By introducing a new operation on sets of pairs of words we can get a more elegant 
characterization f semilinear languages. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let Z be an alphabet. Define D O C 2 z*• to be the smallest class such 
that the following conditions hoM: 
(i) if a ~ 27, then {(a, e)} ~ Do, {@, e)} ~ D o 
(ii) if P, Q are in Do, then 
(iia) PkgQ,  POQ,  P+~D0 
(iib) P @ Q = {(PlP~., gigs); (P l ,  P2) ~ P, (gig2) E Q} ~ D O . 
Put So = {P @ {e}; P ~ Do}. Then L ~ So if and only if L is a semilinear language 
over 2:. 
Pro@ It is sufficient o show that S = S o , D = Do, where S and D are defined 
as in Theorem 4.5. To show that S _C So, D C Do it is sufficient o show that the con- 
ditions (1) to (2e) in Theorem 4.5 hold for So, D O . To see that it is sufficient o show 
that if a, b are in 27 tA {e} and X, Y in So, then (a, b) ~ Do, X u Y ~ So, (X, Y) ~ D o . 
But (a ,b)  =(a ,e )  @(b ,e )  cD O and if X, Y are in So, then X=P@{e},  
Y=Q@{E} with P ,Q  in D O and, therefore, Xu  Y=(Pu~)  @{e}~So,  
(X, Y) = P (2) ~ E Do- In a similar way, the relations So C S, Do _C D can be shown. 
Hence the Theorem. 
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